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Abstract

Speci�cation re�nement is part of formal
program derivation� a method by which
software is directly constructed from a
provably correct speci�cation� Because
program derivation is an intensive manual
exercise used for critical software systems�
an automated approach would allow it to
be viable for many other types of software
systems� The goal of this research is to de�
termine if genetic programming �GP� can
be used to automate the speci�cation re�ne�
ment process� The initial steps toward this
goal are to show that a well�known proof lo�
gic for program derivation can be encoded
such that a GP�based system can infer sen�
tences in the logic for proof of a particular
sentence� The results are promising and in�
dicate that GP can be useful in aiding pro�
gram derivation�

� Introduction

Speci�cation re�nement� a part of formal program deriv�
ation� is the process of transforming an abstract speci�ca�
tion of a software system into a corresponding implement�
ation that is provably correct �Chandy and Misra� �����
Gamble et al�� ����� Roman et al�� ����	
 The process
involves the stepwise re�nement of the speci�cation in
which each step preserves correctness
 Thus� the �nal
speci�cation and implementation are provably correct by
construction
 Formal program derivation is largely a
manual process requiring expert knowledge and intuition
to determine which re�nements to perform and then to
prove that the re�nement steps do not violate the ori�
ginal speci�cation
 However� there exist methodologies

�This is a preprint of the paper in the Proceed�
ings of the First Genetic Programming Confer�

ence� pages 
��
��

and techniques that can be formulated as expert rules
of thumb
 These methodologies and techniques can be
di�cult to formally state and thus put in an automated
system
 In addition� some re�nements come by an in�
ductive leap as the designer determines the details for the
next speci�cation and �nds that those details preserve
correctness
 Such an inductive leap is also di�cult to
automate


Currently� there are few systems that perform program
derivation using rules of thumb
 Theorem provers are
one way to transform one speci�cation to another �Lowry�
����	� but they require full domain knowledge of the pos�
sible transformations
 Because of this lack of automation
in program derivation� it is rarely used in large software
engineering projects
 With increased use� program de�
rivation would lead to higher quality software because
functional reliability could be guaranteed
 Thus� there is
need for a system that incorporates both theorem prov�
ing� expert knowledge� and inductive search to make pro�
gram derivation a viable part of the software development
process


We investigate the current technology of genetic pro�
gramming �GP �Koza� ����	 to aid in the automated
process of program derivation
 We begin by using GP
to search for the proof of entailment of a sentence in a
knowledge base of theories from the UNITY �Chandy and
Misra� ����	� which is a popular language for expressing
the formal speci�cation of concurrent programs and for
using program derivation to develop concurrent imple�
mentations that are provably correct
 These initial steps�
of encoding the theories for use by the GP and showing
proof of entailment� present a framework to establish the
e�cacy of GP technology for use in program derivation
and for creating an automated system utilizing GP to cor�
rectly re�ne speci�cations
 Because each re�nement step
must preserve the correctness of the original speci�ca�
tion� automating the process requires a theorem prover
to verify correct re�nements


The paper is divided into the following sections
 The
next section provides a brief overview of UNITY and pro�



gram derivation
 Section � presents the design and imple�
mentation details for the GP system
 Section � presents
experimental results
 In Section � we discuss the system
design with respect to the results
 Section � provides
a discussion relevant to our initial goal
 Section � con�
cludes the paper


� The UNITY Language

The UNITY language �Chandy and Misra� ����� Kal�
tenbach� ����	 includes speci�cation constructs in which
safety and progress assertions can be made about a pro�
gram
 The UNITY proof logic allows one to perform
formal program derivation
 A program developer spe�
ci�es the problem with an abstract initial speci�cation

The proof logic guides the programmer to re�ning that
speci�cation and proving that the re�nement at each step
is correct
 When the speci�cation is su�ciently detailed�
a program is directly constructed that satis�es the spe�
ci�cation
 The program is then re�ned to execute on
speci�c architectures in speci�c languages with its cor�
rectness guaranteed
 Using UNITY� a designer can con�
centrate on creating the best program to solve a problem
without worrying about the �nal architecture on which
the program will be executed
 Though there are many
tricks to speci�cation and program re�nement� experi�
ence and intuition account for a large majority of the
e�ort involved

In UNITY� there is a progress property called leads�

to� which is written as p �� q
 This assertion means
that if p is true in some program state� then eventually
the program will reach a state in which q will become
true� regardless of the value of p when q becomes true

Typically� an initial speci�cation will include a leads�to

property that states that the initial state must lead to a
goal state� as stated below in �P�


Initial State �� Goal State �P�

Because this speci�cation may be abstract� re�nement
steps are made to add detail while preserving correctness

For example� we may divide the property into intermedi�
ate goals that correspond to the completion of a program
task
 In the properties below� we see that from an initial
state the program should reach a state in which Task �
will begin
 From that state� eventually Task � will begin�
which eventually leads to the goal state
 Due to the trans�
itivity of leads�to� �P�� �P�� and �P� together form a
re�nement of �P�


Initial State �� Task � �P�
Task � �� Task � �P�
Task � �� Goal State �P�

Overall� the process of speci�cation re�nement includes
a cycle of the following major steps� �� create an ab�
stract speci�cation� �� suggest re�nements to the spe�

ci�cation� and �� prove the re�nements preserve correct�
ness
 In the process of re�ning properties� the developer
has to make an inductive leap to suggest possible re�ne�
ments that specify a valid direction
 Then the proof logic
must be brought to bear on the new properties to show
that they are a correct re�nement
 Though the process
guarantees that correct programs will be developed� a
must in safety�critical applications� it is a very di�cult
and tedious process
 In this respect� automation is the
best chance to incorporate formal program derivations
into large software development


In this paper� we determine the viability of using GP
for the task of automating speci�cation re�nement
 The
initial portion of the research is to determine if step ��
above can be performed by the GP
 Therefore� we prove
that the entailment of a sentence � froma knowledge base
of theories can be inferred automatically by a GP�based
system �Koza� ����	
 In our example above� the sentence
is �P� and the knowledge base consists of �P���P�

The inference rule representing the transitivity of leads�

to shows that �P���P� entails �P�
 The results of our
initial research suggests that the possibility exists� with
extensions to the current GP technology� that step ��
can be automated as well


��� Introduction to GP

Genetic programming is an extension of genetic al�
gorithms for generating computer programs �Koza� ����	

By applying the rules of natural selection� the GP will
evolve a program to solve a problem
 Given a set of
functions and terminals� the GP will generate a random
population of programs
 The members of the popula�
tion� chromosomes� are represented by parse trees� where
the leaves are terminals �constants or state data and the
branches are functions
 New and possibly better pro�
grams are created by combining or modifying the sub�
trees through crossover and mutation
 The �goodness�
of a program� also referred to as its �tness� is determined
by how well the program solves the problem


Two properties restrict or govern the GP method
 The
�rst is closure � every function must handle all terminals
and output produced by other functions
 Closure en�
sures the creation of valid programs across genetic op�
erations
 The second is su�ciency � the designer must
supply enough functions and terminals to solve the prob�
lem


In traditional GP� all of the terminal and function
set members must be of the same type
 Closure
ensures that all inputs to functions can be handled

Montana �Montana� ����	 introduced strongly typed ge�
netic programming �STGP� in which the variables� con�
stants� arguments� and returned values can be of any
type
 The only restriction is that the data type for each
element be speci�ed beforehand




� Proving Entailment of UNITY Theor�
ems

Our intent is to encode sentences using UNITY operators
to form a knowledge base KB� and a target sentence ��
and� then� to use propositional inference rules from the
UNITY proof logic to show that the knowledge base en�
tails that sentence� KB j�i �
 We employ a GP package�
which utilizes strong typing �Montana� ����	� to apply
the inference rules
 The main domain speci�c tasks that a
GP researcher must tackle are the determination of what
comprises both the terminal and function sets and what
is the �tness criteria for a chromosome
 The terminal
set shown in Table � is comprised of enough predicate
variables to solve the problems
 Both a subset of the
theorems presented in Chandy and Misra �Chandy and
Misra� ����	 and some additional simple logic rules were
chosen as the propositional inference rules used to prove
entailment
 The subset and the simple rules combine to
form the function set as shown in Table �
 Both the
terminal and function set provide su�cient functionality
and representation to prove the entailment of sentences
from the provided KB


Terminal Type Purpose

P Boolean The predicate P

Q Boolean The predicate Q

R Boolean The predicate R

S Boolean The predicate S

T Boolean The predicate T


Table �� Terminal Types

The members of the function set map trees from
GP space into trees in propositional logic space
 A
simple heuristic in the logical inference process is to
only apply inferences when there is a match between
the �arguments� of the hypothesis and sentences in the
KB �Chandy and Misra� ����� Russell and Norvig� ����	

Strong typing enables the GP system to guide the pat�
tern matching rule
 The restriction of only consider�
ing valid child nodes has a side e�ect of reducing the
size of the possible search space �Haynes et al�� �����
Montana� ����	
 A corollary of this is that STGP chro�
mosomes are more representational than vanilla GP chro�
mosomes� and hence tend to be smaller


��� Fitness Evaluation

Each chromosome represents a propositional logical in�
ference from the KB and is evaluated to determine its
�tness
 The typical GP evaluation function evaluates the
parse tree in a preorder traversal� since short�circuiting
can occur inside macro functions
 The evaluation func�

tion for the inference engine has a postorder traversal�
which is due to the mapping of GP space into propos�
itional logic space
 Since each child subtree must be
known before a function can be applied� there is no short�
circuiting of arguments

The �tness function evaluates the soundness of an in�

ference from the KB
 To aid this process� two ad�
ditional knowledge bases are maintained� a newly de�
rived sentence� KBn� and a derived sentence� KBd

We also de�ne KBo as the given sentences and KB �
KBo�KBd
 TheKBn is comprised of the newly derived
sentences for the current generation
 The KBd begins as
an empty list
 After each generation� the sentences from
the KBn are moved to the KBd
 The KBd allows us to
track sentences derived by the inference engine

The �tness function maps the chromosome from a

parse tree to a series of operations of inference rules in
the propositional logic space
 The resultant series of rules
can be represented as a tree structure� which we will call
a proof tree
 The �tness evaluation has di�erent cat�
egories to allow for the evolution of better answers
 The
�tness evaluation is as follows�

� N points for true sentences in the proof tree that are
from the KBo

� M points for true sentences in the proof tree which
are in the KBd

� � � �M � N  points if the proof of KB j�i � is at the
root of the proof tree

� � � �M � N  if the proof tree contains the proof of
KB j�i �

� M � N points for the �nal proof tree being true


The KBo is separated from the KBd to bias the in�
ference engine to build a proof from the sentences in the
KBo
 The KBn is maintained separately from the KBd

to allow a reward for the discovery of new sentences �Note
that KBn does not contribute anything during �tness
evaluation

 We are concerned with both fairness of de�
rivation of a sentence and in detecting random generation
of a sentence versus derivation from theKBo
 We enforce
fairness in that a chromosome which derives a sentence
without proving its validity will not be rewarded either
before or after another chromosome in the current gener�
ation has derived the sentence while proving its validity

Chromosomes in later generations may treat any appear�
ance of a sentence derived in an earlier generation as
valid

These separations of sentences are symptomatic of a

basic di�culty of composing �tness functions for ge�
netic programs� how are good sub�structures identi�ed�
For example� if the �tness function simply determines
if the mapping of the chromosome to an inference pro�
cedure results in the target sentence �� then with a ran�
domly generated initial population� it is very unlikely that
any chromosome derives �
 Thus additional terms are
needed in the �tness function to di�erentially evaluate



Function Return Arguments Equivalent UNITY Statement

And And Generic A and Generic B p � q

AntiRe�exivity Unless Generic A p

p unless �p

FDisjunction LeadsTo LeadsTo A and LeadsTo B p��q� p���q�

p�p���q�q�

Implication Implies LeadsTo A p�q

p��q

Implies Implies Generic A and Generic B p� q

LawOfExpansion� Generic Or A p�q � p��q

p

LawOfExpansion� Or Generic A and Generic B p� q

p�q � p��q

LeadsTo LeadsTo Generic A and Generic B p �� q

Not Not Generic A �p

Or Or Generic A and Generic B p � q

PSP LeadsTo LeadsTo A and Unless B p��q � r unless b
p�r ���q�r��b

Re�exivity Unless Generic A p

p unless p

SimpleLogic� Implies Generic A and Generic B p � q

p�q � p

Transitivity LeadsTo LeadsTo A and LeadsTo B p��q � q ��q

p ��r

Unless Unless Generic A and Generic B p unless q

Table �� Function Types

these �bad� derivations
 The key aspect of the family
of genetic algorithms is that even though a particular
structure is not e�ective� it may contain useful sub�parts
which when combined with other useful sub�parts� will
produce a highly e�ective structure �Koza� ����	
 The
�tness function should be designed such that useful sub�
structures are assigned due credit


A potential negative consequence of assigning credit
for sub�structures� in this domain� is that a good sub�
structure might appear many times in a chromosome� and
thus� falsely in�ate the total �tness of that chromosome

Note that in typical GP research� this is seen as a bene�t
as it is the foundation of the schema theorem �Haynes�
����	
 However� we want the inference engine to derive
new valid sentences� not to re�derive the same sentence
over and over again
 The �tness function for the inference
engine has to carefully balance these two concerns� allow
multiple occurrences of a sub�structure and spend time
re�deriving the same sentence or not allow multiple oc�
currences and have the population prematurely converge


Finally� it should be pointed out that by collecting valid
sentences in KBd� we are forming a collective memory of
previous successful entailments
 Given two populations
composed of exactly the same individual chromosomes�
the �tness evaluation can be di�erent depending on the
chromosomes of all previous generations


��� Mapping from Chromosome to Proof Tree

The terminal set represents �ve predicates� which are
su�cient in number to solve the problems we will con�
sider
 The function set does not verify the validity of
the predicates� but rather it manipulates proof trees in

the predicate space to determine the validity of sentences
composed of the atoms the predicates represent
 These
trees are constructed from the leaves up to the root be�
cause the chromosomes� which are trees� are evaluated
from the leaves to the root
 The task of the �tness func�
tion is to apply functions in the GP space to the corres�
ponding proof trees represented by the child nodes of the
function node

As a terminal is encountered� it is added as a single

node tree to the tree manager� which is a list containing
all the proof trees for a chromosome
 If the terminal is a
valid sentence by itself� i
e
 it is in either KBo or KBd�
then its validity is marked as TRUE� else its validity is
marked as DONT CARE
 After all of the child nodes of
a function node have been processed� the proof trees of
the children are then combined into the proof tree of the
current node by applying the associated UNITY oper�
ator for that function node
 Its validity is determined by
the validity of the proof trees associated with the child
nodes� and in some cases on a characteristic property of
the UNITY operator itself

As an example� we will build a proof tree for the prob�

lem of showing

p �� q

p � �q �� q
or

p �� q

p � �q �� q � �q � q
�

Since we do not provide a function to rewrite q��q � q

as q� we have logically rewritten the problem to prove that
p � �q �� q � �q � q
 While adding an additional
UNITY operator will help� simple editing of the output
will not� the problem has to be restated in order for
the sentence to be resolved
 An evaluation of the optim�
ally encoded chromosome� PSP�LeadsTo�P�Q� Anti�
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Figure �� E�ect of transformation of S�expression to proof tree
 �a Addition of terminals to Proof Tree Space

�b Application of LeadsTo to Terminals
 �c Another terminal is added to the tree manager
 �d Application of
AntiRe�exivity� an unary operator
 �e The �nal result in Proof Tree Space


Re�exivity�Q� is shown in Figure �


� Experimental Results

We present one problem that is illustrative of the work�
ings of the inference engine�

p �� q � q �� r � r �� s

p �� s
�

This problem can be solved using two applications of
transitivity
 With population sizes of ��� and ����� the
solution appears after the randomly generated population
performs crossover and mutation
 With a population size
of ���� the solution chromosome does not appear without
some work by the STGP system
 We expected that a
larger population size would be needed
 However� we
are using an STGP system� not a vanilla GP system

The majority of the work is being done by the STGP
algorithm� which generates more representational chro�
mosomes� i
e
 it reduces the search space �Haynes et al��
����� Montana� ����	
 If we add another level of trans�

itivity� S �� T � then even with a population size of �����
the solution does not appear in the early generations

Since strong typing is needed to ensure legitimate proof
trees are generated� see Section �� we are not able to test
an untyped system
 However� we can generate an initial
population� and we �nd that even for population sizes of

������ useful sub�trees do not appear in that population

For a typed system� building blocks do appear immedi�
ately
 For the original problem� with two applications of
transitivity� the solution appears within these ������ chro�
mosomes� but it does not for the modi�ed problem� i
e

an additional level of transitivity


A di�culty is shown in Figure �� which graphs the
best chromosome�s �tness and average �tness per gen�
eration
 The average �tness is tracking the �tness of
the best chromosome
 This is a linear curve� which is
not typical of the curves one gets from most GP prob�
lems
 �This linearity is similar to that arti�cially in�
duced in the research of McPhee and Miller �McPhee
and Miller� ����	 into introns
 The system is exhibiting
symptoms caused by an ever growing maximum �tness

As new true sentences are derived� they are added to the
KBd to be matched against later
 For example� AR�Q
will slowly progress to AR�AR�AR�� � � �AR�Q� � � 

This growth of true� yet meaningless� sentences will con�
tinue until restricted by the solution space as a function
of the tree size
 As the KBd grows� the chromosomes
can exploit it� resulting in ever increasing �tness scores

However� these scores are not indicative of the chromo�
somes converging to a good solution
 As shown in Fig�
ure �� the �tness dramatically jumps once the solution
appears within a subtree
 Also� within � generations� the



solution rises to the top of the tree
 This supports our
hypothesis that �nding the sentence � inside the chro�
mosome is a good building block which will allow the
inference engine to �nd the �nal solution
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The S�expression in Figure � corresponds to the chro�
mosome which scored the best �tness in generation ���
�the �rst generation to derive the proof
 The line marked
� denotes a Transitivitywhich is applied on two Lead�
sTo� TR�LeadsTo�P� Q�LeadsTo�Q�S
 From the
form of this derivation� it can be seen that the sentence�
TR�LeadsTo�Q�R�LeadsTo�R�S must have been ar�
rived at earlier� and the sentence LeadsTo�Q�S must
have been added toKBd
 Thus the chromosome can back
up its claim that the sentence LeadsTo�Q�S is true by
referring to the proof which placed this sentence in KBd

Finally� in generation ���� a chromosome corresponding
to the � line in Figure � is generated
 Our ultimate goal
of a chromosome succinctly proving the entailment of the
sentence has been achieved


FD� FD� PSP�
� Trans� LeadsTo� P� Q �� LeadsTo� Q� S � ��

Re�ex�Unless� Q� R � � ��
PSP� PSP� LeadsTo� R� P �� Unless� S� R � ��

AR� P � � ��
FD� PSP� PSP� LeadsTo� P� P �� Unless� P� P � � �

AR� Implies� P� Q � � ��
PSP� PSP� LeadsTo� P� P �� Unless� P� P ���

AR� Implies� S� R � � � � �

Figure �� Generation ����s best S�expression


� Design Issues

Our method of credit apportionment presents several un�
resolved di�culties
 It is di�cult to di�erentiate between
derived and randomly generated true sentences
 We
would like to be able to reward discovery of a true sen�
tence �actual learning rather than �or more than ran�
dom generation of a true sentence
 Also� as the KBd

grows� the maximum �tness also grows� which makes it
di�cult to compare the members across generations

It also became apparent that while the system

learned that AR�Q was true� it could not learn that
Unless�Q��Q was just as true
 We altered our code to
detect when the functions Unless� LeadsTo� Implies�
and Implicationwere being applied to the same subtree

If they were� then these derived sentences were added to
the KBn
 In addition� Unless can detect if it is being
applied to a subtree� and the negation of that subtree

This inference engine also raises some interesting con�

cerns about the standard manner in which GP systems
are constructed
 The traditional GP system is designed
with only closure properties to ensure that the function
set can handle any input
 This simple restriction will not
work with our system
 For example� if the interior grand�
child nodes of a Transitivity node are not the roots of
identical subtrees� then the evaluation and the side ef�
fects of the node are meaningless and unde�ned
 What
proof tree should be passed up the GP S�expression� Our
system handles this by carrying out the transitivity with
the two exterior grandchild subtrees� and by marking the
validity of the resultant proof tree as FALSE
 The subtler
problem is what to do if the two proof trees manipulated
by the Transitivity node do not have LeadsTo nodes in
their roots� This problem also points out that there must
be function nodes underneath the Transitivity node


Our system handles this class of problems by enfor�
cing strong typing �Montana� ����	 for each function and
its children
 Tables � and � show the types used for the
terminal and function sets
 By strictly enforcing type in�
stantiations across both the random generation of chro�
mosomes and crossover� the whole issue of correct proof
trees can be avoided
 Unfortunately the type system does
not allow for context sensitive typing
 All of the sup�
ported functions use �single� levels of typing
 The law�

of�expansion� which was used in several problems from
Chandy and Misra �Chandy and Misra� ����	� presents
a problem in which the grandchildren of the LawOfEx�
pansion� node must honor a speci�c function� i
e
 Or�
when in the context of this node
 This requires the GP to
be context sensitive when applying crossover or mutation
to a parse tree
 For example� the child nodes of Transit�
ivity are of type leads�to and could conceivably be re�
combined with other nodes with type leads�to children

The law�of�expansion has a type Or with two children of
type And� which under any other circumstance could be
worked on independently� but in this instance must be



manipulated together
 This problem restricts the con�
text in which functions of type And and Or can be used

The type hierarchy presented in Haynes et� al� �Haynes
et al�� ����	 solves this problem


��� An Alternative Approach

The proof of entailment of a sentence in a knowledge base
is achieved by the GP derived chromosomes beginning
to sense patterns in the given sentences
 The current
�tness evaluation �encourages� the derivation of linear
subtrees� �nd a valid sentence� and make it longer
 An
alternative approach is to generate a KBs of both simple
true sentences of the formUnless�Q�Q and the KBo to
form a �xed size table which can be enumerated
 The
terminal set would become instances of this enumerated
KBs
 The function set would then manipulate these sen�
tences to form the desired solution
 The KBd and KBn

would not be utilized

We want to reward the discovery of a valid sen�

tence� and its subsequent usage in future generations

It should both be combined with other functions and
valid sentences to derive the desired �nal sentence�
and start appearing in as many chromosomes as pos�
sible
 The current implementation does not reward
the discovery of how to prove sentences
 For ex�
ample� if one chromosome discovers that the subtree
TR�LeadsTo�P�Q�LeadsTo�Q�R is TRUE because
either the two LeadsTo subtrees are given or have been
proved earlier� then the entire subtree is not highly val�
ued
 Instead� the subtree LeadsTo�P�R is much more
compact and can appear more often in a chromosome
which leads to a higher �tness value
 Smaller building
blocks are less likely to be torn apart

By not adding to the KBd� and by forcing the chromo�

somes to operate on a �xed set of true sentences� we can
free ourselves from this problem
 Also� we will get rid
of the ever increasing maximum �tness� and the inability
to examine �tness graphs to determine the viability and
progress of the generations


� Discussion

As mentioned earlier� we want to take the lessons learned
from the inference engine to create a GP system that will
re�ne a UNITY program
 The di�culties we foresee in
using GP to re�ne a UNITY program are�

� Encoding the UNITY program in a manner that will
permit the GP to work with it e�ectively


� Translating the presented heuristics for re�ning a pro�
gram into information the GP can use


� Evaluating the �tness of the new program with re�
spect to its functionality as compared to the old pro�
gram


� Evaluating the �tness of the new program with re�
spect to the amount of parallelism introduced


These di�culties are all related
 Since a UNITY pro�
gram must �rst be developed by hand� we know that a
functional program exists
 We also know that heuristic
strategies exist for re�ning the initial program that can
be executed by a human in a short period of time

Olsson has conducted research into utilizing evolution�

ary techniques for synthesizing programs from speci�ca�
tions �Olsson� ����	
 His work di�ers signi�cantly from
ours in that he uses input�output pairs to evaluate the
�tness of programs and his programs are in Standard
ML
 The input�output pairs are sample input with de�
sired output
 Our �tness cases are based solely on the
application of UNITY operators which preserve correct�
ness
 Thus our transformation operators are bound up in
the �tness set and not in the evaluation function
 Both
techniques are similar in that they only handle small pro�
grams

Olsson also does not believe that GP is powerful

enough to do program re�nement
 Since the appearance
of his paper� many of the drawbacks he has highlighted
have been or are being addressed and evaluated
 Speci�c�
ally GP systems can handle recursion �Brave� ����	� iter�
ation �Spector and Alpern� ����	� and the automatic cre�
ation of functions not foreseen by the programmer �Koza�
����	


� Conclusion

This paper demonstrates that genetic programming is a
viable method for proving the entailment of a sentence
from a knowledge base of UNITY theorems
 While the
current implementation spends an inordinate amount of
time proving trivially true sentences� it can �nd the cor�
rect solution
 This shortcoming also applies to more tra�
ditional theorem provers
 It is also shown� in Section ��
that strong typing greatly aids in the implementation of
the GP Theorem Prover
 Some further work in this area
is highlighted by the Law of Expansion function
 Note
that DeMorgan�s Laws will su�er this same problem
 Fi�
nally� we are at work on an alternative evaluation function
which will not su�er from the problem of ever increasing
maximum �tness
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